PILE DRIVING RANGE

- Ranging from Energy
  2.4 ton.m (24kJ) ~ 90 ton.m (883kJ)

- Ranging from
  150 HP ~ 1200 HP

PILE HAMMER

POWER PACK

HYDRAULIC HAMMER

www.powerquip.co.kr


Various Mounting Type Selection for BRUCE Hydraulic Pile Hammer

- Fixed Leader Type
- Crane Suspended Type
- U Type Leads
- Excavator Mounted Hammer
Various Pile Driving Application with BRUCE Hydraulic Pile Hammer

- Rounded Concrete Pile
- Steel Casing Pile
- Batter Pile Driving
- Dynamic Compaction
Various Pile Driving Application with BRUCE Hydraulic Pile Hammer

Squared Concrete Pile  Steel Sheet Pile  H-Beam Pile  Octagonal Concrete Pile
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Profitable Outstanding Pile Driving Accessories

Impact Energy Monitor

Control Panel

Cushions

Remote Control Box
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Profitable Outstanding Pile Driving Accessories

- Fixed Leader
- U Type Leads
- Pile Sleeve
- Drive Cap
- Insert Pile Helmet
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Suitable Sheet Pile & Casing Pile model ranging from SGV-80 to SGV-1000

SGV-80 Sheet Pile & H-Beam Pile Driving
Suitable Sheet Pile & Casing Pile model ranging from SGV-80 to SGV-1000

SGV-200 Sheet Pile Driving
Suitable Sheet Pile & Casing Pile model ranging from SGV-80 to SGV-1000

SGV-300 Sheet Pile Driving
Suitable Sheet Pile & Casing Pile model ranging from SGV-80 to SGV-1000

SGV-400 Sheet Pile Driving
Crane Suspended Type Vibro Hammer with BRUCE Power Pack

Pile Driving Powered by V Series of Power Pack with Comfortable Remote Control Pendant
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Crane Suspended Type

BRUCE VIBRATORY HAMMER STRUCTURE

Distribution Manifold
Vibration Suppressor
Elastomer Bracket
Gear & Eccentric
Lifting Hook
Elastomer
Gear Housing
Motor Gear
Clamp Assembly
Sheet Pile Clamp
CAISSON BEAM
CASING PILE CLAMP
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Suitable Excavator Ranging from 20 tons to 50 tons for SGV-40 / SGV-60 / SGV-80E
Suitable Excavator Ranging from 20 tons to 50 tons for SGV-40 / SGV-60 / SGV-80E
BRUCE Excavator Mounted Vibro for a various Pile Application
Crane Suspended Type with BRUCE Power Pack for SGV-40 / SGV-60 / SGV-80E.

Pile Driving Powered by V Series of Power Pack with Comfortable Remote Control.
Hydraulic Auger Ranging from 1.2 ton.m to 10 ton.m of Max. Output Torque

SGA-10 Mounted on the Excavator
Hydraulic Auger Ranging from 1.2 ton.m to 10 ton.m of Max. Output Torque

SGA-80 Mounted on the Fixed Leader
Hydraulic Auger Ranging from 1.2 ton.m to 10 ton.m of Max. Output Torque

SGA-120 Mounted on the Rig